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50-year Comprehensive Plan
Save Lives
Protect our Economy
Preserve our Communities

169 volunteers
$0 Funding
 One-year Schedule

Forbes.com



What do the ORP findings mean?

 Complex Inter-dependencies
Damage vs. Impacts
Costs - Replace & Rehabilitate
Capacity - Loss of Service
Value - Society & Economy

Need for detailed assessments/data

Human/Social Resilience?



Thoughts on Community “Disaster” Resilience

Visioning Resilience . . .

• As much about the what and why as the How and Who we work with 
to accomplish resilience 

• Accountability, transparency, inclusivity, equity = process for 
transformative deliberation

• Nurturing public trust is a long-term investment 

• Power for change = public will + political capitol + local champions





saveportlandbuildings.com/news



A comprehensive survey of a council of African American 
Pastors, and several other African American business owners, 
all report not having received said notifications. The result is 
a great number of affected stakeholders that are both 
uninformed about their non-compliance status and excluded 
from the decision-making process. 



Many building owners objected to the requirement 
before and after it was approved in 2018, saying it 
will discourage people from entering their buildings 
and reduce their value. 

They also said an agreement the city is requiring 
them to sign and record with their deed is an 
encumbrance that could affect their ability to sell or 
borrow money against their buildings in the future.
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The Need to Understand the Other Perspective

Scientists

Public officials

Public officials have to make black and white decisions based on the  
information scientists (or engineers) give them…

Courtesy of Cynthia Garner
US Geological Survey
Cascades Volcano Observatory



Thoughts on Community “Disaster” Resilience
Designing Resilience . . . 

• What and Why
• Performance based design - public expectation?
• Western Oregon - CSZ is our 500 year design level EQ
• How many of our buildings and infrastructure systems will perform to their 

original seismic design level?
How many were seismically designed 50 years ago for the minimum? 
Newly built only to the minimum? CSZ code standards? 
Low income multi-family housing? Beyond life safety? Re-occupancy?

New development – best cost/benefit opportunity



Thoughts on Community “Disaster” Resilience

Framing Resilience . .  .

• Opportunity - timing - incremental (daily) vs monumental (recovery) 
Mitigation (retrofit) of existing built environment - $$ vs $$$$
New development – best cost/benefit opportunity

• Recovery-based objectives – Functional Recovery

• Pre-disaster recovery planning

• “Pre-covery” – replacing recovery targets now, before EQ

• Align seismic policy vision with climate adaptation targets

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.1254.pdf

https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.1254.pdf


• Provide the nation’s 25th largest metro area with its first 
downtown bridge built to be in use after a major earthquake

• Strengthen resiliency for regional evacuation routes

Project Overview
A project of national significance
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Why the Burnside Bridge?

CONTINUAL CONNECTION

SEISMIC RESILIENCY & 
RECOVERY

LOCAL SUPPORT

REGIONAL PARTNERSHIPS

LOCAL FUNDING

No Willamette River bridge in Oregon’s largest city is earthquake-ready.

A critical link in the region’s infrastructure



Seismic Resiliency and Emergency Response

Regional Recovery and Rebuilding

Long-term Use

Purpose and Need











Muster the Will to Change - NOW

Onagawa, Japan 2013: Jay Wilson
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